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The problems encountered m fhe study of vibrating systems can be broad!, 
classified into tno  main categories of analysis and synthesis. This p o w  is 
concerned with a third category, viz., given a system and a prescrzbed set offorces 
acting on it, how can the spatial response of the system 6e  altered in a desired manner 
by the application of  additional (control) forces? In particular we consider the 
problem of controlling the energy of vibration of  a driven string over aportion of its 
length by  applyjog two control forces. Sfarting from graphical considerations m 
analyticai method has been deduced. The results show that a good controi ir 

possible. The effect of varying the point of application of  a single force is then 
discrissed. 
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There ?.re m . y  i~.s~.r.ces in v;hich it is deshble to zltei. the sp?.ti?l 
distribution of the amplitude or energy of vibratior. of a contir.uous sjstem 
under excitation by a given force into e form thzt is more suitable for 
purpose in hand. One such irstmce is the sound pressu1,e distiibu+joE 
in an wditorium produced by a loudspeaker of a public zddress sptem 
Even after a careful choice of the r2.diittion chari..cteristic of tbe loudspezk@, 
its positio~. in the b.U, etc., it m.y happen that the energy level 2.t tk 
micropbone m?.y be too high to pel-mit the desired gzir. to be achieved 
where in the b.11. To ?.void the system from g0iv.g ip-to celf-osdlatio% 
severi.1 techxiques hzve been tried before,% a but we might zlso ask if it 5 
possible to crec-te a region of decreased sound pressure level around the m i w  
phone by using an ?.uxili?.ry set of loudspeakers excited in ac ZPP:O- 

~~mer. In vibr~tion reduction przctice and elsewhere it is worthw@ 
coosider whether it is simpler to control the vibmtion amplitude of a limited 
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rather than. rattempt to isolete the entire body fiiom vibriltion. 
Therefore, we wish lo enquire into the possibility of redistributing the er.ergy 
in 2 vibrating system by the epplicetion of suitable control foices. 

Before we ettempt to bohe such pr2cticel coll.trol problems, compli- 
cated by the ve~ying cheracter of the frequercy of the source, lsck of exx t  
ap2fyticel expressions, etc., we must find suitzble methods of control1;rg 
the energy of vibration i~ the cese of Simple system which ?.re ?.r..zlytic?.lly 
tr;:ctzble.s The vibreting stri~lg hcs served in the pest 2.s an elegmt moclel 
for understanding m a y  pheaomer~.. However, 2. lerge pzrt of the presert 
theory of a vibreting strirg der.1~ with the ar.:.lysis of its vibrr.tior. ur.dcr 
the zction of prescribed forces. We wish. to develop now methocla of 
controlling its vibrztion.. 

Comider a stretched strir.g AB (Fig. 1) of length I fixed et  its er.ds 2.r.d 
acted on by a force F = fefwt et the point x = 1. In the steedy state, the 
energy of vibr?.tion will hcve e ch.nrecteristic distribution elorg its lergth. 

FIG. 1. Stretched string with applied forces 

We desire to r.lter this distribution in such a way thet e reletively lzrger 
reduction is obtriined itl. the en.ergy of 2. c e r t z i ~  part CD of the string thm 
i the rest of the string, (CD)'. We seek to achieve this by ~pplying two 
Eontrol forces MI = nz,ejwt 2p.d M,  = in2ejwt a t  C and D respectively. 
To determine nz, and m, 217.d the reductions p 2nd q tb.et are possible in 

energies of the two parts CD a9.d (cD)', we proceed as follows: 

Lei YF (x ,  t ) ,  Ymz (x,  t )  2.r.d Ym* (x,  t )  be the ste2.d~ state response of 
shing to the forces F, M, 2p.d M, ecting separately. Then, sssuming 

tinee[ behtviour, 

E'c (x, t )  = YF (x, t )  i- Yxt ( X ,  t )  -I- YM, (x ,  t )  

combined response due to the applied and controlling forces. Let 
kf) and E,,,,, ( f )  dmote respectively the en.ergies of the pr.rts CD m d  
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(CD)' of the string when the force F is acting alone. Similarly, let E,,, 
(f ; m,, md and E,,,,. ( f ; m,, mJ stand for the energies in these two parts 
when the forces F, MI and M, are acting. 

Let us first require that 

If we also require that 0 I p < 1 and q > p and determine a set of values 
m, and nl, satisfying these requirements, we would achieve a larm 
reduction in the energy in the part CD of the string in compafison t o  tkt 
affected in the rest of the string.* 

The response Y, (x, t )  due to the force F = fdwt acting at  the point 
x = f  is given by4 

fP sin 2 f 
W 

-s in7( l -x)  x 2 t  (3) 
~wcsin i 

where E is the linear mass density and c is the transverse wave-velocity d 
the string. Analogous expression can be written for the responses YR, 
(x ,  t )  and Yxs (x, t )  due to forces Mx a ~ . d  M, acting at I, and I, respectively 
(f M,, f -t 4 ,  etc.). 

Now, apart from a constant multiplying factor, the energy of vibB- 
tion of a string due to a force acting on it is given by the integraI of @ 
square of the response due to the force. Acco~dingly we have 

E t C ~ ) '  (f) =-AcD), Y ~ Z  dx 

* Whib t l s  W-tIcular cbaice of t l  criterion is suggested by the feedback p r o b ~  refVid 
to in the previous Section, the formulation is general enough to admit other feed 
redistribution of energy by a suitable choice of P and q. 
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Clearly, the integrals (4) and (5)  are independent of m, and m, while (6) and 
(7) depend quadratically on m, and m,. For a given value o f f ,  therefore 
one can write 

where g,,, g,,, . . . h,,, h,,, . . ., etc. (defined in Appendix A) are functions 
of w, t, 1% and I,. 

The requiremer.ts (1) and (2) imply therefore 

The values of m, av.d m, satisfying (12) and (13) could be obtained 
BaPhically or by using Lagrange multiplier or by the more general tech- 
niques of optimization theory. Here we consider the first two methods 

they provide zn intuitive approach to the problem. 

3.1. Graphical Solution 

The quadratic forms (10) and (11) are positive definite (being energy 
functions) and therefore equations g (m,, m,) = a constant and h (sn,, md 
"a mnstmt represew ellipses in the m, - m, plane (These ellipses will 
henceforth be called the g-curve and the h-curve respectively). Thus for 



a given value of p and q (0 s p  < 1 and q> p) the inequalities (12) and 
(13) imply that the acceprable values of m, 2.r.d n?, ?.re those that lie inside 
the curve g (in,, nz,) =pg, and outside the curve h (i l l , ,  nzJ = qh,. Th,e 
shaded region in Fig. 2 represents these values. 

FIG. 2. g- an6 k.:rves showing the admiuible region. 

The fact that there is a region in the in, - m, plzne means thet there 
is actually a large ~.unlher of possible m, and m, values which meet the 
requiremsnt. However, for a given q, the point which corresponds to z 
minimum p can be easily obtained from the grzphiczl plot by drawing the 
g-curve which just touches the h-crn-ve ard  r.oting the corresponding vdue 
of p. This minimum value depends upon the value of f ,  I,, I ,  and w. 

An admissible region in in, - nlZ plzre is obtained only when the 
g-curve intersects or lies completely outside the h-curve. Otherwise Po 

admissible region exists and the vzlue of p may haye to be increased 01 

the vzlue of q decreased to get an admissible region. Tf the values of P 
and q required to get en admissible region are not comps?tible with the 
requirements then more control parameters may have to be introduced 
However, the g- and h-curves do not, in general, lie in a completely arb+ 
trzv manner in the m, - nz, plane for, these curves must pass througk 
the origin in the case p = 1, g = 1. This fact enhances the possibiliB of 
the g- and ku rve t  intersecting each other for rezsonablewlues of p C 

a 
P 
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3.2. Analytical Method 

It was poiilted out that, if the g-curve is shrunk as in Fig. 3 till it touches 
the Ir-curve for fixed q then the point of contact P (nz,', m i )  would correspond 

a minimum p. This fact suggests an analylical method of solvit~g the 
iame problem. 

Fro. 3. Family of g-c.rrves tombing thc h-curve a t  fonr points of Langency. 

In order to find m,, m, and p for a given. q, the conditions existing at 
the common point P are first put in the mathematical forni as follows : 

(i) The point P must lie on both the g-curve and h-curve, i.e., 

(i3 At P, the g-curve and the h-curve must have the same tangent, i.e., 

rnc=rnI' rn,=rn,' (1 6) 
*&g use of (10) and (ll), the condition (16) can be rewritten explicitly 
3s 
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where 

all = i 2 ~ 1 1  Iz*, - 2 1 ~ 1  ~ I Z  

01, - 4 4 ,  g13 - 4hll g,, 

a,, = 2h,, g,, - 2h12 g,, 

a, = 4% gl f 2h2 g11 - 2h11 g2 - 1% g l ,  

a ,  = g12 11% + gl - 212, g,, - h1, g ,  

a ,  =h ,g l  - k g , .  118) 

First the nonlinear simulianeous equations (14) and (17) are solved for m,' 
and m,' by Sylvester's method.= This 1er.d~ to four pairs of values for 
m,' nnd m i  corresponding to the four possible points of tangency of the 
curve h (m,, m.J = qh, with the family of g-curves, as sketched out in Fig. 3. 
Each of these pairs of values of m,' and m,' when substituted in (15) leads 
to a different value of p. The smallest value obt&.ed for p determines the 
maximum possible reduction in the energy of the part CCD of the string. 
The correspo~din.g values of m,' an.d m,' give the control forces required 
at C and D. 

Similar ilrguments can be construed for the case where the energy over 
CD is specified (i.e., p is given) and the energy of the remaining part is to 
be maximized. 

The Lagrange multiplier techniquen The above problem can. be put in 
the format of a constrained min.imizr?tion problem 2s follows: 

Minimize g (m,, m,) under constr~int 

An applicztion of Lagrange multiplier technique leads to 

where A is the Lagrange multiplier. The optimum values of n7, 2nd W29Je 

obtained by solving equations (19), (20) and (21) for fitl, m,  and A. Elhi- 
nating A, we get again equation (16). 

3 .3 .  Example 

The method is now illustrated with a numericr?l exzmple. With 
1 = I ,  5 =O-11, wlje ~ 4 0 - 0 ,  I, =0.851, i, =o.g51, F - 1  sand g -2, 
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the pairs of values of m,' and m,' satisfying (14) and (17) are determined. 
using these in (15) the minimum value of p is found. Equations (14), (15) 

(17) now become respectively 

0.042 rn1"0.209 m,m, 3 0.359 mg2 $. 0.108 m, - 0.443 m, 

- 0.272 =O (22) 

04136 m12 -j- 0.0244 m,m, 3.0-0338 mZ2 - 0.0389 m, 

- 04350 m, 3. (1 - p) 0.0278 = 0 (23) 

O.OO77mIa - 0.0138 m,m, $. 0 . 0 3 1 6 ~ ~ ~  - 0.0038 ml 

The solution of (22) and (24) leads to  

The pair of values of ml' and m,' when substituted in (23) leads to the 
values of p equal to 0-001, 35.64, 2.07 and 27.97 respectively. The pair 
m,' = 1.43 and m,' = - 0.01 actually reduce the energy in the desired part 
of the string to almost zero value. 

Since the required degree of control cannot always be achieved by vary- 
ing m, and m, only, the effect of changing the points of application of forces 
is studied by considering a single control force whose magnitude and m 
Position b can be chosen suitably. 

As before we compute the energy of the parts CD and (CD)' due to 
fhe applied force f acting a t  E and the control force m acting at  b and write 

ECD = g (m, 6) 

E(cn)* = h (m, 6). 

We now require the minimum value of g (m, b) under constraint 

h (m, b) = qh,. (26) 

functions g (m, b) and h (m, b) are given in Appendix B, and are seen 
to be quadratics in m for a .  given value of b. 

A~lication of Lagrange multiplier technique for this case leads to 
solution of transcendental equations which is not strd&t-forward. 
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The common root between (27) m d  (28) for suitz-ble vdue of b would echieye 
the rcquired d e ~ e e  of control. To comider th.is possibility, we ler 6 
wry in sm.ll steps m d  senrch for roots th::~ me as nez.rIy equel es possible. 
T2ble I lists the roots in the region 0.10 ( 6 ( 0 - 8 5  2t intervals of 0.01. 

Average .cwhre of m from the roots of the eqns (27) and (28) 

No. h Rooti of equation Roots of equation Avaage 
(28) (27) value ofm 

- - - - - - - - -. - -- 

1 0 40 0-622 and --2 397 -2,626 and -2.630 -2.513 

2 0.48 2 -  154 and -0.551 2-204 and 2-204 2.179 

3 0.56 0.502 and 1.967 -1 and -1.904 -1.935 

5 0.64 1-820 and -0,465 1.680 and 1.680 1 -750 

5 0.85 1.560 and -4.148 1-430 and 1.429 1-5M) 

Actuzl plotling of encrgy distribution diagrams show that it is r.ot YV 
sensitive to n7, but depends strongly on the p0in.t of appliciltio~~ b. ?his 
fact enhmces the value of this method because an approximzte 172 selected 
from this method gives good results. In f x t ,  it turns out that with e 
single force the energy reduction takcs plece over the entire le~gth from h 
to I instead of over the portion CD only (m wwas the case when two control 
forces were avail2.bIe). This is  because thc stav-ding wave pztterns form& 
by the two forces so adjust themselves that a cancell2.tion of energy 
place from 6 to I while some augmentation takes place from 0 to 6. A 
promising modificstion of this resuit may be applied to the reduction of t b  
t~msmission of soutlds of perticul?.r frequencies in ventilation ducts. Sim 
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rn and b values calculated are applicable to only one frequency, that 
p&~&.r frequency component will be la~gely eliminated although h.e 
&er frequency componeuts will still be present. 

We can expect much better control for the case of two control forces 
whose positions 2nd magnitudes zre adjustable. However, for such a 
fa;muktion, the equetions become very much complicated and the problem 
becomes one of mil?.iaizing a nonlinear function of several variables under 
a nonlinear con-stmint. Such problems cannot be solved by any of the 
methods suggested so far and more sophisticated techniques have to be 
used. 

The authors wish to place on record the valuable help and suggestions 
offered by Dr. G. V. Anand and Dr. S.  M. Deshpande of this Institute 
during the course of the work. 

Energy Expressions for the Two-Variable Case 

where (assumin-g F = 1) 

= KBl sin2 ( wl,/c) 

gz, = KB, sinz { w ( I  - l$/c) 

g,, = 2KB, sin ( wZ1/c) sin {w (1 - IJc} 

IJ.Sc.4 
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g, = 2 ~ 5 3 ,  sir. (wE/c) sin (wl l / c )  

g, = 2K13, sin (wc/c)  sin w ( I  - Z&3 
go = KBI sin2 ( w f / c )  

sr d 

sin 12 w ( I  - I,)/c} - sin {2 w (I - I,)/c} 
Bl = (Z% - IJ + 2w/c 2w/c  

B2 = (12 - It) - sin (2wWc) sin (2wZ,/c) 
2 q c  + 2 4 c  

=go. 

Similarly 

t 
J yC2 ( x )  dx = 2K J [sin< w'(l.-'p)/c) sin ( 4 c )  

outsida 
01. U 

0 

.. * 

-+ m, sin ( w  ( I  - I&} sin. (wjC/c) 

+ m, sin { w ( l  - ~ & c j  sin (w x,c)lz dx 
I> 

i- 2K f [sin (w&c)  sin { w  (l - x)/c) 
C 
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Energy Expressions for the Case of Single Control Force 

L 

g (m, b) = j y,"x) dx 
1, 

=(B sin2 wblc) m2 $. (3 sir. W[/C sin wblc) ga 

f i? sin2 &/c (Bll 

where 

where 

= [kl (b) sinZ {a ( I  - b)/c) f kz (b) sin2 (wblc)] m2 

+ 2 [k,  (b) sin { w (1 - b)/c}+k, (b) sin (wt/c)  sin (ob/c)lm 

4- k4 (b) (B4) 
where 

sin. {2 w (1 - la)!c} +: [.-u-- , 4 7 1  
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